1. Parking Structure 3: Level 1 Re-Opened
   - Parking Structure 3, Level 1 has temporarily re-opened for short-term (4 hours or less) public parking, following its closure in early May for painting
   - There is no access to the upper levels of Parking Structure 3 from the Level 1 entrance
2. Terminal 3 / B: Ground Transportation Impacts

- From Tuesday, June 25 through Wednesday, July 3, the Taxi Zone between Terminals 3 and B will be restricted nightly to facilitate deliveries for Terminal B Core construction.
- On Wednesday, June 26 and Thursday, June 27, the FlyAway / Scheduled Service Bus and LAX Shuttle / Airline Connection Bus between Terminals 3 and B will be closed to support LADWP work for the Midfield Satellite Concourse.
- Traffic will be maintained at all times; signage will be posted to guide pedestrians to next available stop(s).

Arrivals Level Ground Transportation Impacts
3. Terminals 4 / 7: Baby Grand Pianos
   - Two self-playing Baby Grand Pianos have been installed in Terminal 4 (connector tunnel) and Terminal 7 (concourse)
   - Guests are encouraged to play the pianos while travelling through LAX

4. Terminal B: Temporary Pedestrian Walkway, Construction Barricades
   - Construction of a temporary pedestrian walkway is complete at the north end of Terminal B in preparation for future Core construction
   - Next, barricading will be built at Terminal B’s north end (both inside the terminal and over the existing sidewalk); barricade installation is scheduled to take place June 24 through July 2, 2019